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Abstract 

Gamma-Amino butyric acid (GABA) is the main inhibitory neurotransmitter in the mammalian 

central nervous system and inhibits the neurotransmission by targeting the ionotropic 

transmembrane GABAA receptor. Modulators of the GABAA receptor bind to the allosteric binding 

sites and modulate the effect of GABA and these sites are common drug targets within 

psychopharmacology.  

 

Gabather AB has developed the novel compound GT-002 that is known to target the receptor and 

cause a behavioral effect in rodents. This project characterized the binding of the lead compound 

GT-002 to GABAA receptor in mammalian brain tissue by development and validation of a 

radioligand binding assay. In the assay a comparative evaluation was performed using the 

benzodiazepine (BZ) antagonist Flumazenil (FLU).  

 

All experiments were performed using GABAA receptors originating from porcine and mouse 

brain tissue membrane preparations, where no significant difference between the species was 

observed. GT-002 binds with higher affinity and associates faster than FLU to the receptor and 

implies a two-binding site model. GT-002 displaced FLU and no tested competitive ligands 

targeting various modulatory sites of the receptor displaced GT-002, implying independent 

binding of GT-002 and allosterically impacts the BZ binding site. 
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Sammanfattning 

Gamma-Aminosmörsyra (GABA) är den huvudsakliga hämmande signalsubstansen i det centrala 

nervsystemet hos däggdjur och hämmar neurotransmissionen genom att binda till den 

transmembrana jonkanalen kallad GABAA receptorn. Modulatorer av GABAA receptorn riktar sig 

mot allosteriska bindningsställen och modifierar effekten av GABA. Dessa bindningsställen 

fungerar som de vanligaste läkemedelsmål inom psykofarmakologi.  

 

Gabather AB har utvecklat läkemedelssubstansen GT-002 som binder till receptorn och orsakar 

en beteendemässig effekt hos gnagare. Detta projekt karakteriserade bindningen av GT-002 till 

GABAA receptorn i däggdjurshjärnvävnad genom utveckling och validering av en radioligand-

bindnings studie. I studien utfördes en jämförande utvärdering med användning av bensodiazepin 

(BZ) antagonisten Flumazenil (FLU). 

 

Alla experiment utfördes med GABAA receptorer från gris- och mushjärnvävnadsmembran. Ingen 

signifikant skillnad uppvisades mellan dessa däggdjur. GT-002 binder med högre affinitet och 

associerar snabbare än FLU till receptorn och resultat tydde på att GT-002 kan binda till receptorn 

vid två platser. GT-002 displacerar FLU och inga testade konkurrerande analyter, vilka binder till 

receptorn vid olika modulerande bindningsställen, displacerade GT-002. Detta tyder på en 

oberoende inbindning av GT-002 som påverkar BZ-bindningsstället allosteriskt.  
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1. Introduction 

Gamma-Aminobutyric Acid (GABA) is one of the key neurotransmitters involved in the 

anxiolytic action of many drugs used to treat anxiety disorders. GABA is the main inhibitory 

neurotransmitter and activates a number of receptor subtypes in the mammalian central nervous 

system (CNS) [1]. This introductory chapter gives a presentation of GABA: its importance 

within psychopharmacology, its receptors and the vital role of GABA modulating substances 

within psychopharmacology. Finally, the aim of this master thesis project will be presented.  

1.1 Anxiety disorders 

The spectrum of anxiety disorders is among the most common mental health conditions in 

societies all over the world, regardless of the country’s economic development. Anxiety 

disorders are included in the neuropsychiatric disorders, which has been attributed to about 14 

% of the global burden of disease. Panic disorders, the spectrum of phobias, generalized anxiety 

disorders, substance-induced anxiety and posttraumatic stress disorders are all examples of 

common anxiety disorders that burdens the mental health-care systems. Due to the interaction 

between mental disorders and other physical health disorders, the mental disorders increase risk 

for infectious and non-infectious diseases as well as contributes to intentional and unintentional 

injury. [2] 

 

Current treatment strategies for the various anxiety disorders include psychopharmacology and 

numerous types of psychotherapy [3]. The large attribution of anxiety disorders in society is 

correlated to social factors such as increasing life span and international conflicts causing 

streams of refugees [4]. As the factors contributing for a growth in the psychopharmacology 

market continue to rise, there is an increasing need for anxiolytics with increased efficacy and 

decreased side effects.   

1.2 GABA 

GABA is the major inhibitory amino acid neurotransmitter in the mammalian CNS, its chemical 

structure is presented in Figure 1.1 A. Upon binding to its receptors on the postsynaptic neuron 

or extrasynaptic site, as displayed in Figure 1.1 B, it facilitates conformational change that 

results in opening of ion channels to allow an ion flow in or out of the cell. As a result, the 

membrane potential is hyperpolarized and consequently threshold value for the generation of 

an action potential is increased, thus inhibiting the neurotransmission. [1], [5], [6] 

 

GABAeric neurons synthesize GABA from glutamate and by the actions of glutamic acid 

decarboxylase. Once synthesized in presynaptic neurons, GABA is stored in synaptic vesicles 

until released into the synaptic cleft. The release process is Ca2+ dependent and allows GABA 

to diffuse across the synaptic cleft to interact with postsynaptic GABA receptors during 

inhibitory neurotransmission. The termination of GABA is controlled by the enzyme GABA-

transaminase that converts the neurotransmitter into an inactive substance. Synaptic actions are 
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also terminated by the GABA reuptake pump, using presynaptic GABA transporters to facilitate 

re-uptake of excessive GABA localized in the synaptic cleft. [5], [7]  

A)  

B)  

Figure 1.1 GABA. A) Chemical structure of GABA. B) GABA bind to receptors located on the 

postsynaptic or extrasynaptic neuron. Figures taken from [1] and [6] respectively.  

1.3 The GABA receptors 

The postsynaptic GABA receptors are divided into three groups: GABAA, GABAB and GABAC 

receptors. The metabotropic GABAB receptors are connected to G-proteins. Consequently, 

upon activation of GABAB receptors the intracellular levels of second messengers will increase. 

GABAA and GABAC receptors are both ionotropic, namely ligand-gated ion channels, which 

upon activation of neurotransmitters results in an augmented Cl- conductance. The focus in this 

project will lie on the GABAA receptor, since it is the target for various GABA modulatory 

substances such as benzodiazepines (BZ), which are widely used in the treatment of anxiety 

disorders. [5], [7]  

1.4 The GABAA receptor 

The GABAA receptor is the main ligand-gated ion channels responsible for the GABA 

inhibitory effects. This section will present function, structure and modulation of the GABAA 

receptor. 

1.4.1 Function 

The ionotropic GABAA receptors located in the postsynaptic neurons mediate neuronal 

inhibition that occurs in the millisecond range, whereas those located in the extrasynaptic 

membrane confer long-term inhibition trough responding to ambient GABA.  Long-term 

inhibition is referred as tonic inhibition. The millisecond inhibition is referred as phasic 
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inhibition and occurs trough signal propagation along the presynaptic neurons, followed by 

voltage-sensitive channels causing a calcium influx. The calcium influx releases GABA 

containing vesicles into the synaptic cleft. The nerve impulse is propagated in an inhibitory 

manner in the postsynaptic neuron when the neurotransmitter binds to the GABAA receptors. 

The phasic inhibition is illustrated in Figure 1.2. [8] 

 

Figure 1.2 Phasic inhibition. The action potential is propagated along the presynaptic (sending) neuron 

followed by the release of GABA containing vesicles into the synaptic cleft. Once GABA binds to the 

GABAA receptor on the postsynaptic neuron the action potential is propagated in an inhibitory manner. 

Figure taken from [8].  

The GABAA receptors forms a transmembrane ligand-gated ion channel on the postsynaptic 

neuron which modulates the chloride ion conductance. Upon activation by GABA, a Cl- ion 

influx is generated, resulting in hyperpolarization of the membrane potential. Consequently, the 

threshold value for generation of an action potential is increased, thus inhibiting the 

neurotransmission. [5] 

 

The ability to affect the chloride ion conductance upon binding of allosteric modulators makes 

the GABAA receptors superior drug targets within psychopharmacology. The ion conductance 

may be modulated by agonists when two GABA molecules have made a cooperative binding 

to the receptor. [5] 

1.4.2 Structure 

The molecular structure of GABAA receptors consists of a pentamer of five homologous 

subunits that assemble to form a chloride cannel in the center. Each subunit exists in different 

isoforms; α (α1 to α6), β (β1 to β3), γ (γ1 to γ3), δ, ε, π, θ and ρ (ρ1 to ρ3). The most abundant 
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GABAA receptor subtype is composed of α1, β2 and γ2 subunits. The functional properties of 

the receptors are dependent on both subunit arrangement and composition. As an example, α4- 

or α6-containing receptors fail to recognize the positive allosteric modulator Diazepam, 

member of the BZ family. The possible subunit arrangements are illustrated in Figure 1.3 [1], 

[7], [9] 

 

Figure 1.3 Possible arrangements in a GABAA receptor pentamer of α (yellow), β (red) and γ 

(green) subunits. The possible receptor arrangements are: three homomeric receptors, 18 receptors 

composed of two different subunits and 30 receptors composed of three different subunits. The receptor 

in the blue square illustrates the current agreement of the subunit arrangement in α1β2γ2 GABAA 

receptors as seen from the cell exterior. Figure taken from [9].  

Recent studies using genetically modified mice and compounds selective for GABAA receptor 

subtypes clearly suggest that different subtype compositions are associated with different 

physiological effects; α1-containing receptors mediate sedative effects, α2- and/or α3-

containing receptors are involved in anxiolytic activity whereas α5-containing receptors might 

be associated with memory and cognition [10]. This highlights the potential to develop subunit 

selective ligands.   

 

The GABAA receptors are members of the Cys-loop ligand-gated ion channel (LGIC) family. 

Each subunit forms a ligand-recognition extracellular Cys-Cys loop domain followed by the 

transmembrane domain assembled by four shorter hydrophobic segments. These 

transmembrane domains form the inside layer of the chloride ion channel, as illustrated in 

Figure 1.4. [1], [9] 
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In 2001, the structure of a water-soluble acetylcholine binding protein (AChBP) was solved at 

2,7 Å resolution [11]. With this structure used as a template to model the ligand-recognition 

extracellular domain of the α1β2γ2 GABAA receptor it was revealed that the GABA recognition 

sites were located at the β-α interfaces in so called “recognition loops”. The structural 

divergence in these recognition loops within the GABAA receptor subtypes provides insight of 

the varying ability of ligand recognition between the subtypes. In addition, it was suggested that 

an allosteric BZ binding site lies in a similar position at the adjacent α-γ interface, as illustrated 

in Figure 1.4. Binding of ligands to the BZ binding site will influence the inhibitory effect of 

GABA by allosterically modulating the receptor opening. [9], [12], [13] 

 

Figure 1.4 Schematic representation of the most abundant α1β2γ2 GABAA receptors. A) Illustrates 

the topological organization of a single GABAA receptor subunit. B) Top view of the pentamer including 

binding site(s) of GABA and BZ. Figure taken from [9].  

The best characterized member of the Cys-loop LGIC family, Torpedo marmorata nicotinic 

acetylcholine receptors (nAChR), has been structurally defined at resolutions of 4 Å using 

cryoelectronic microscopy [14]. The studies revealed that nAChR is a pentamer of homologous 

subunits arranged around an integral ion channel. Further studies made on porcine GABAA 

receptors has shown that it share several structural properties such as the ion channel diameter 

with nAChR, revealing that the 4 Å structure of the Torpedo marmorata nAChR is a suitable 

template to construct in silico models of the most abundant α1β2γ2 GABAA receptor [15], [16], 

[17]. Hence, these models have been used to compare structure and function of the GABAA 

receptor subtypes.  

 

In 2014 the first crystal structure of a GABAA receptor, the human β3 homopentamer, was 

presented at 3 Å resolution. Even though β3 subunits that assemble into functional homomeric 

ion channels have not yet been identified as discrete populations in the human brain, they still 

function as template for in silico models for the heteromeric receptors [18] [19]. Based on this 
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crystal structure (PDB code 4COF) a model of the GABAA receptor structure is presented using 

PyMol features in Figure 1.5.  

 

Figure 1.5 Crystal structure of human GABAA receptor β3 homopentamer (PDB code 4COF). 

Visualized using PyMol cartoon feature where subunit distinction is made by coloring in red, blue and 

grey respectively. All subunits are β3 isomers. Ligand binding domain and transmembrane domain are 

displayed to the left and to the right a 90-degree shift of the receptor to visualize the subunit assembly 

of the ion channel. 

1.5 Modulation of GABAA receptors 

Understanding the modulatory mechanisms of the GABAA receptor function has a significant 

therapeutic importance as these modulatory conducting substances plays a key role within 

psychopharmacology. The modulators can be synthetic compounds or naturally occurring 

molecules. Modulators of the receptor either targets the GABA binding site(s) or the allosteric 

modulatory sites and possesses either agonistic or antagonistic characteristics. Additionally, 

modulators of the allosteric BZ binding site spans the full activity spectrum: from full agonist 

to partial agonist, antagonist, partial inverse agonist and inverse agonist. [8], [20] 

1.5.1 GABA binding site targeting modulators 

A full agonist, such as the neurotransmitter GABA, targets the GABA binding site and changes 

the conformation of the receptor to maximize the opening frequency of the ion channel, which 

enables the maximal amount of downstream signal transduction possible. The natural product 

Muscimol is a potent agonist which binds to the neurotransmitter site at the GABAA receptors 

and displays sedative-hypnotic or depressant effects. [8], [20] 

 

An antagonist of the GABA binding site reverses the action of an agonist by bringing the 

conformation back to the resting state. Even in the presence of an antagonist the ion channel is 

never fully closed; there is always some constitutive activity due to infrequent channel opening. 
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Bicuculline is an example of an antagonist targeting the GABA binding site and is used for in-

vitro studies of epilepsy, due to its epilepsy mimicking properties. [8]  

1.5.2 Allosteric modulators 

In addition to the effect of modulators targeting the GABA binding site, GABAA receptors are 

also regulated by allosteric modulators. These substances bind to the receptor complex at 

allosteric sites, distinct from the GABA binding sites, and modulate the receptor response when 

it is stimulated by neurotransmitters in an agonistic or antagonistic manner. A positive allosteric 

modulator enhances the effect of the neurotransmitter through conformational change of the 

receptor, whereas a negative allosteric modulator inhibits the effect of the neurotransmitter. [8] 

 

Modulators targeting the BZ binding site spans the full activity spectrum: from full agonist to 

partial agonist, antagonist, partial inverse agonist and inverse agonist. A partial agonist changes 

the GABAA receptor conformation and causes the ion channel to open more frequently than in 

its resting state, but less than in the presence of a full agonist, triggering a corresponding effect 

on the downstream signal transduction. A partial agonist may function as a beneficial 

therapeutic agent by stabilizing receptors with too much or too little downstream action and 

give a balanced neurotransmission. As opposed to the effect of an agonist that increases the 

signal transduction, the inverse agonists cause a conformational change in the receptor that 

closes the channel and stabilizes it in an inactive form. Consequently, the downstream 

transduction is inhibited completely. Furthermore, a partial inverse agonist causes the channel 

to close less than in the presence of a full inverse agonist. As opposed to GABA site targeting 

modulators, modulators targeting the BZ binding site with antagonistic character is said to be 

silent, due to no difference between the presence or absence of the antagonist. [8] 

Benzodiazepines 

The positive allosteric modulators BZ bind with high affinity to the BZ binding site of the 

GABAA receptor. Diazepam, a member of the BZ family also known as Valium, enhances the 

inhibitory effect of GABA when the receptor is stimulated by the neurotransmitters and is 

therapeutically used as anxiolytic. Another BZ, Clonazepam, targets the BZ binding site and is 

therapeutically used to treat epileptic seizures. [9], [13], [21] 

Benzodiazepine agonists 

The positive allosteric modulator CGS 9895 targets the BZ binding site in an agonistic manner. 

CGS 9895 is therapeutically used as an anxiolytic, without the sedative side effects. [22], [23] 

Benzodiazepine antagonists 

The competitive antagonist Flumazenil (FLU) targets the BZ binding site and inhibits the effect 

of BZ, thus also referred as a BZ antagonist. FLU, an imidazobenzodiazepine derivate, is used 

as treatment to patients suffering from a BZ overdose. [9], [24] 

Neurosteroids 

Neurosteroids allosterically modulate the chloride channel opening and act as channel agonist 

at high concentrations. Tetrahydrodeoxycorticosterone (THDOC), an endogenous neurosteroid, 
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is a potent positive allosteric modulator of the GABAA receptor and has sedative, anxiolytic and 

anticonvulsant effects. [25]  

Ethanol 

Ethanol allosterically modulates the function of the GABAA receptor at lethal concentrations 

(>50 mM). Nevertheless, it is disputed whether ethanol concentrations influencing human 

behavior (<20 mM) affect GABAA receptors. [9], [26] 

Ro15-4513 

The imidazobenzodiazepine derivate Ro15-4513 acts as competitive antagonist and reverses the 

effect of ethanol. Ro15-4513 is therapeutically used as antidote to the acute impairment of 

alcohol, however the clinical use is disputed due to stern side effects caused by its short 

biological half-life compared to alcohol. [26]  

General anesthetics & antipsychotics  

Isoflurane is a general anesthetic targeting the anesthetics binding site of the GABAA receptor. 

Clozapine is therapeutically used as an antipsychotic agent against schizophrenia, which has 

various binding sites in the CNS. It is disputed whether Clozapine binds to the GABAA receptor, 

however a direct interaction with the GABAB receptor has been shown implying plausible 

interaction with the GABAA receptor. [27], [28] 

1.6 Gabather AB 

Gabather AB, a Swedish biotech company dedicated to the discovery and development of drugs 

interacting with GABA, has patented the highly potent novel compound GT-002 which binds 

to the GABAA receptor. The neurochemical and neurobiological mode of action of GT-002 is 

being investigated at the company’s laboratory facilities at the Biovation Park in Södertälje. 

Followed is a presentation of the lead compound GT-002 and associated recent discoveries 

made by Gabather AB’s research department.  

1.6.1 The lead compound GT-002 

The exact chemical structure of the highly potent novel compound GT-002 is classified and the 

binding characteristics remain unknown. GT-002 is a member of the non-BZ 

triazoloquinazolinedione (TLQ) family that targets the BZ binding site of the GABAA receptor 

with high affinity. A pharmacophore model of the BZ binding site has been used by the research 

team of M. Nielsen and T. Liljefors (2010) to investigate the TLQ interaction and to develop a 

synthetic route for new derivatives of TLQs, where GT-002 was one of such derivates. Studies 

performed on rodents displayed that GT-002 had significant in-vivo effect where the lead 

compound had a behavioral impact, similar to the antipsychotic Clozapine. The detailed 

molecular mechanisms of the actions of GT-002 remains unknown. The binding in brain tissue 

is being characterized in ongoing research. [29] 
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1.6.2 Recent discoveries  

Recent studies performed at Gabather AB by Principal Scientist Michael-Robin Witt reveals 

initial characteristics of the binding of GT-002 to GABAA receptors originating from 

mammalian brain tissue. An early radioligand assay using 3H-GT-002 binding to porcine and 

rat brain tissue membrane was developed at Gabather AB. A problem in need for assessment in 

developing a radioligand binding assay of GT-002, is to find a suitable displacer for the lead 

compound. Displacement experiments using porcine brain tissue membrane demonstrated that 

GT-002 was not displaced by the BZ antagonist FLU but FLU was displaced by GT-002, as 

illustrated in Figure 1.6. The novel compound also displayed high lipophilicity, thus possesses 

high non-specific binding.  

 

A)  B)  

Figure 1.6 Inhibition studies using porcine membrane. Unlabeled ligand (1µM) used to displace 

radioactive (3H-) ligand: A) GT-002 for 3H-GT-002, FLU for 3H-FLU. B) FLU for 3H-GT-002, GT-002 

for 3H-FLU. DPM – Decays per minute, TOT – Total binding, NSB – Nonspecific binding. Figures 

obtained from Michael-Robin Witt, Principal Scientist Gabather AB. 

1.7 Thesis objectives 

The aim of this thesis is to characterize the binding of GT-002 to the GABAA receptor, 

investigate interaction with other allosteric modulators and the development of a screening 

assay for novel ligands of the GT-002 binding site.  

1.8 Approach 

Using radioligand binding assays, the binding of GT-002 to GABAA receptor originating from 

mammalian brain tissue will be characterized through a comparative study to FLU. Both the 

lead and validating compound has been tritium-labelled, 3H-GT-002 and 3H-FLU, and the 

conditions for an in-vitro radioligand binding assay needs to be developed and validated.  
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2. Process 

Presented in this section is the project process including the project plan and process analysis. 

2.1 Project plan 

The project was carried out at Gabather AB in Södertälje, via the Department of Physics, 

Chemistry and Biology at Linköping University, for 20 weeks. A time plan was established at 

the initial phase of the project and is presented as a GANTT chart including milestones and 

deadlines as displayed in Figure 2.1.   

 

Initially the project plan was to develop a radioligand binding assay for the binding 

characterization of GT-002 to the GABAA receptor originating from various mammalian brain 

tissue membrane. The initial development stages consisted of displacement studies of GT-002 

where following development stages was based on previous obtained results. The plan for 

systematic follow-up and method development was according to presented theory in section 

3.1. 

 

Figure 2.1 Initial project plan presented as a GANTT chart. Presented deadlines are Half time 

evaluation, final laboratory work, report draft, presentation and final report.  
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2.2 Process analysis 

The initial plan was a starting point for development of the radioligand binding assay for 

binding characterization of GT-002 to the GABAA receptor originating from mammalian brain 

tissue membrane. As the development stages are based on previous obtained results, it was 

impossible to predict how the final time plan would be constructed. The final project plan is 

presented as a GANTT chart in Figure 2.2. 

 

The final time plan includes the additional development stages tissue affinity and kinetic 

studies, where all development stages was performed initially using porcine followed by the 

use of mouse brain tissue membrane. The process was sufficient to obtain the results required 

to achieve project aim, leaving some key questions in need for answers in further studies. 

 

Figure 2.2 Final project plan presented as a GANTT chart. Presented deadlines are half time 

evaluation, final laboratory work, report draft, presentation and final report. Moreover, the laboratory 

work is defined by the use of porcine (P) or mouse (M) brain tissue membrane.  
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3. Theory 

The theory section describes the basic principles behind the methods used in this project and 

aims to provide a better understanding for the study.  

3.1 Development and validation of a radioligand binding 

assay 

This section presents the principles of the major development and validation steps when 

constructing a radioligand binding assay. Furthermore, the basic principles of the experimental 

protocol and experimental conditions are presented.  

3.1.1 Development and validation 

The principal stages in the development of a radioligand binding assay are: initial choices of 

radioligand, receptor and competing analyte; establishment of assay conditions; validation; 

application to novel ligands and comparative evaluation of the resulting data to novel ligands 

to characterize the ligand-receptor binding. The development stages are illustrated in a 

flowchart in  Figure 3.1. The development stages are overlapping, interactive and recursive; 

where a systematic comparison of results governs the subsequent phase of the assay. The four 

major types of receptor binding experiments suitable for binding characterization are tissue 

binding, kinetic, saturation and displacement experiments. In addition to the occurring 

validation when establishing the experimental condition, the radioligand binding assay is 

validated using a radioligand with known binding characteristics and application to a novel 

ligand.  [30] 

 

Figure 3.1 Flowchart displaying the development if a radioligand binding assay. The development 

stages are overlapping, interactive and recursive.  
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3.1.2 Experimental protocol  

The experimental protocol for radioligand binding assay consists of following steps: (1) prepare 

mammalian brain tissue membrane, containing relative protein concentration, which can be 

divided into aliquots; (2) select suitable radiolabelled ligand; (3) incubate protein aliquots with 

chosen concentrations of the radiolabeled ligand for a defined time at a defined temperature in 

a defined buffer; (4) separate and measure the bound ligand concentration; (5) repeat step (3) 

and (4) with the addition of competing unlabeled ligand as defined by the aims of the 

experiment; (6) analyze the data to extract characterizing binding constants. The process of 

developing the experimental process is defined by performed experiment and is displayed in 

Figure 3.2. [30] 

 

Figure 3.2 Development of the experimental protocol. The development is iterative and defined by 

performed experiment: tissue binding, saturation, kinetic or displacement.  

3.1.3 Experimental conditions  

Incubation time 

Suitable experimental conditions are established when the binding reaction has reached 

equilibrium at a certain incubation time, which may be monitored through kinetic experiments 

confirms binding equilibrium. [28]  

Temperature 

When separating free ligand from bound through filtration the use of ice-cold buffer when 

washing the filter increases the amount of recovered bound ligand, as the dissociation constant 

is reduced at low temperatures. For the same reason incubation on ice is preferable. [30] 
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Buffer 

The defined buffer should hold a physiological pH, namely in the range between 7 and 8. 

Addition of ions to the buffer may enhance or inhibit the binding of the radioligand and affects 

the affinity of competing analytes towards the receptor. [31] 

Concentration 

The concentration of the assays’ components is defined by the experimental conditions. The 

radioligand concentration should generally be low, but still sufficiently high to obtain specific 

binding. The receptor concentration may be held higher to obtain better binding. Additionally, 

as a validation the amount of specific binding should be linearly related to the receptor 

concentration regarding a single binding site model. [31] 

Radio-isotope 

3H has the advantages over 125I as a radio-isotope that the radioligand is chemically unaltered, 

thus is biologically indistinguishable from the unlabeled compound, and has a longer half-life 

(12 years versus 60 days). Nuclei with longer half-lives do less immediate damage to its 

surroundings and will last longer, reducing the need for high frequency of sample preparation 

and purchase. However, iodinated radioligands has higher specific activity suitable for 

conditions with low receptor concentrations. [32], [31] 

Specific binding 

The specific binding is defined as the binding to the receptor of interest, whereas non-specific 

binding is any other binding. Specific binding is calculated as the difference between the total 

binding and the non-specific binding. Non-specific binding reaches steady state rapidly and 

does not saturate as the amount of radioligand is increased. A preferable validation step that 

governs the non-specific binding is displacement experiments with unlabeled ligands, at 

concentrations 100-fold higher than their IC50 value, with affinity for the same binding site as 

the radioligand. [31] 

3.2 Basic principles of Radioligand binding assay 

This section presents the basic principles of radioligand binding assay, including the theory 

behind the four major experiments, followed by the fundamental theory of the technical 

principles and data analysis of the radioligand binding assay. 

3.2.1 Radioligand binding assay 

To measure ligand interaction with its cognate receptor most assays requires some type of ligand 

labelling, which might be challenging due to the impact on ligand affinity or chemical changes. 

Radioligand binding assays measures the radioactive decay for detection of radio-isotopic 

labelled ligand interaction to a specific receptor. The use of radio-isotopic labels eludes any 

impacts labelling might have on the ligands affinity towards the receptor, due to no chemical 

rearrangements. Nevertheless, the method comes with other drawbacks such as environmental 

and health hazards due to long half-life of radio-isotopes.  
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Radioactive receptor-ligand binding technologies may be classified according to the need for 

separation of free ligands from the ligand-receptor complex. The assays may be either 

homogenous or heterogenous. A homogenous assay does not require separation of free fraction 

of ligand prior to measurement of receptor-ligand binding. Heterogenous assays requires 

separation of free from bound ligands before measurement and is the used method in this 

project. The separation step is either filtration, centrifugation or dialysis based. [31] 

3.2.2 Heterogenous radioligand binding filtration assay 

Most conventional radioligand binding assays used for detection of ligand binding to a 

membrane-bound receptor are heterogenous, henceforth the report refers radioligand binding 

assay as a heterogenous filtration assay. In a heterogenous radioligand binding filtration assay 

free ligand is separated from bound fraction through a filtration step, as illustrated in Figure 

3.3. The four major experiments for this assay are saturation, tissue binding, kinetic and 

displacement. The principles are based on measuring the saturation of bound radioligand at 

increasing protein concentration; determining relationship between increased ligand and 

receptor concentration; measuring bound radioligand at fixed protein concentration at certain 

timepoints; displacement of a radiolabeled ligand by a competing analyte with affinity for the 

same receptor site. [33] 

 

Figure 3.3 Principles of a heterogenous radioligand binding assay. The radiolabeled ligand (L*) is 

incubated in a protein solution containing a specific receptor (R) followed by separation of free ligand 

fraction from bound ligand fraction. Figure taken from [33]. 

3.2.3 Receptor-ligand binding 

Receptor-ligand binding assays are based on the initial step in the cascade of reactions that 

cause pharmacological effect; that is the interaction between a ligand and its cognate receptor. 

Furthermore, the assessment of non-specific binding is a vital part of  saturation, tissue binding, 

kinetic and displacement experiments [31], [33]. Note that this project use comparative 

evaluation to determine receptor-ligand binding. Following theory describes the quantitative 

equations behind the characteristic binding curves that is used for the comparative evaluation. 

No quantitative binding parameters are used in this project. 
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Saturation experiments 

To quantify physical constants derived from ligand-receptor interactions the following 

assumptions are made:  

1. The interaction is reversible; the association reaction is bimolecular and the dissociation 

is unimolecular 

2. All the receptor molecules are equivalent and independent 

3. The biological response is proportional to the number of occupied receptor sites 

4. The interaction and response are measured after the reaction has reached equilibrium 

5. The active chemical agent, i.e. the ligand, does not undergo degradation or participate 

in other reactions, and only exists in a free form or bound to the receptor. [34] 

 

Under these assumptions the relationship at equilibrium between the labeled ligand [L*], the 

receptor [R] and its formed complex is given by Eq. (1) [33] 

[𝑅]𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒 + [𝐿∗]𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒 
𝑘−1
←  

𝑘   1
→   [𝑅𝐿∗] (1) 

The ratio between the kinetic constants k-1 and k1 refers to the equilibrium dissociation constant 

Kd, which is inversely proportional to the ligand affinity towards the receptor. When the reaction 

is in equilibrium Kd is determined by Eq. (2), and is defined as the concentration of free ligand 

at which 50 % of the receptor sites are occupied as displayed in Figure 3.4. [33] 

𝐾𝑑 = 
𝑘−1

𝑘1
= 

[𝐿∗]𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒 × [𝑅]𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒

[𝑅𝐿∗]
 (2) 

At high concentrations of the labeled ligand, the receptor binding sites are saturated and the 

total number of specific binding sites Bmax are defined by Eq. (3) [33] 

[𝑅𝐿∗] =  
[𝐿∗]𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒× 𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑥

[𝐿∗]𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒+ 𝐾𝑑
      (3) 

 

Figure 3.4 Standard saturation curve displaying Kd. The equilibrium dissociation constant Kd as 

defined as [L] at which 50 % of the receptor sites are occupied. 

Tissue binding experiments 

By measuring relative fractional occupancy at increased receptor concentration, the tissue 

binding is evaluated. A linearly related specific binding of the ligand linear to receptor 

concentration displays a single binding site model, as illustrated in Figure 3.5 [31] This is a 

easily used method to compare receptor affinities between ligands.  
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Figure 3.5 Tissue binding. Displays a single binding site model with a linear affinity relationship 

between increased ligand and receptor concentration.  

Kinetic experiments 

The use of Eq. (1) requires that the observed reaction has reached equilibrium, to ensure this 

event a kinetic experiment to determine the dissociation constant k-1 is necessary. Determination 

of k-1 is accomplished by binding of radiolabeled ligand to the receptor until achieved 

equilibrium followed by measuring the dissociation rate of ligand from receptor, as illustrated 

in Figure 3.6. 

 

The time-course of a bimolecular association-dissociation reaction is given by Eq. (4), where 

the [RL0] is zero in an association experiment initiated by addition of ligand to the receptor. In 

an association experiment the [RL] increases smoothly and asymptotically towards the 

equilibrium value [RLeq].  

[𝑅𝐿] = ([𝑅𝐿0] − [𝑅𝐿𝑒𝑞])𝑒
−(𝑘1[𝐿]+𝑘−1)𝑡 + [𝑅𝐿𝑒𝑞] (4) 

The observed rate constant, given by kobs = k1[L] + k-1, of the association reaction increases 

with free ligand concentration. The halftime of the equilibrium reaction is given by t1/2 = 

0,693/kobs. The time to attain final equilibrium is 5 x t1/2. [30] 

 

Figure 3.6 Kinetic curve displaying association and dissociation. The radioligand is associated 

(increase in binding) to the receptor until saturation, followed by addition of displacer which causes 

dissociation (decrease in binding). 
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Displacement experiments 

Displacement experiments are defined by the competition between an analyte and a labeled 

ligand to a certain receptor. Two complexes will form when introducing a competing analyte 

[A], according to Eq. (5). Depending on the analyte concentration and affinity towards the 

receptor, the analyte will displace a certain amount of ligand. [33] 

[𝑅]𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒 + [𝐿
∗]𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒 + [𝐴]  

       
← 

       
→  [𝑅𝐿∗] + [𝑅𝐴]        (5) 

Displacement curves can be constructed when the labeled ligand and receptor concentration are 

kept constant, while the analyte concentration are varied. From these curves, the IC50 value is 

derived which represents the analyte concentration that displaces 50 % of the bound labeled 

ligand as shown in Figure 3.7. [34] 

 

Figure 3.7 Standard displacement curve. The IC50 value represents [A] that displaces 50 % of bound 

labeled ligand.  

The IC50 value is related to the analyte’s affinity constant Ki according to the Cheng-Prusoff 

equation [35], displayed in Eq. (6).  

𝐼𝐶50 = 𝐾𝑖  ×  (1 +
[𝐿∗]

𝐾𝑑
)           (6) 

Non-specific binding  

Non-specific binding (NSB) is a widespread problem when considering receptor-ligand 

interactions. It is defined as binding to a set of independent sites with affinity for the ligand; 

these sites are different from the sites of the receptor involved in the studied interaction [34]. It 

is common to have present interfering NSB to assay tubes and tissue samples.  

 

The binding of a ligand to a receptor [R1] and a non-specific site [R2] is described in Eq. (7) 

When the dissociation constant Kd2 is very large the binding of the non-specific site appears 

unsaturable and the NSB is adequately described by a linear function, clarified in Eq. (8) and 

displayed in Figure 3.8. To yield specific binding the NSB is subtracted from the total binding 

at all ligand concentrations. [34] 

𝐵 =  
[𝐿 ]𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒× 𝑅1

[𝐿 ]𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒+ 𝐾𝑑1
+ 

[𝐿 ]𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒× 𝑅2

[𝐿 ]𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒+ 𝐾𝑑2
  (7) 

𝐵 =  
[𝐿 ]𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒× 𝑅1

[𝐿 ]𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒+ 𝐾𝑑1
+ (𝐾𝑁𝑆𝐵 × [𝐿]𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒) (8) 
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Figure 3.8 Non-specific binding. Displayed in a standard saturation (left) curve and displacement curve 

(right).  

3.2.4 Radio-isotopes 

A major advantage of labelling the interacting ligand with a radio-isotope is the retained 

receptor-affinity and stability, since the radioligand is chemically unaltered and sterically 

unhindered. Common radio-isotopes are 3H and 125I that emit radiation when the excited nucleus 

decays to a lower energy state. The probability when this radioactive decay will occur is called 

the half-life of decay, which is the time for half of the excited nuclei to decay. [32], [31]  

3.2.5 Liquid scintillation analysis 

Liquid scintillation analysis (LSA) uses the scintillation process to detect and quantify the 

nuclear decay that corresponds to bound fraction of labelled ligand. The method involves 

placing the filtrated sample, containing receptor bound radiolabeled ligand and any bound 

analyte, into a plastic scintillation vial and adding a scintillation cocktail containing organic 

fluorophores dissolved into suitable solvents. [36]  

The scintillation process 

A homogenous solution is formed when the filtrated sample, that is to be analyzed for its 

radioactive decay, is placed into the scintillation cocktail henceforth the scintillation process is 

initiated as displayed in Figure 3.9. The initiating step of the process is the interaction of the 

radioactivity with the organic solvent molecules of the scintillation cocktail, which structure 

contains at least one aromatic ring. The organic solvent molecules are excited by absorption of 

the nuclear radiation energy, resulting in energy transfer to the organic scintillator or flour. Once 

the organic scintillator accepted the energy of the activated solvent molecule it produces an 

excited scintillator molecule. A flash of light is emitted once the excited scintillator molecule 

has reached its ground energy state, analogous to the fluorescence mechanism. The flash of 

light is released at certain wavelengths (375-430 nm) for each radioactive decay occurring in 

the scintillation cocktail, where the intensity is dependent on the type of nuclear decay. The 

light photons are detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT), which amplifies the current pulse 

by converting the light photons into a flow of electrons. To conclude, the resulting current pulse 

corresponds to light flashes per time unit which is proportional to the number of nuclear decay 

per time unit (e.g. decays per minute or DPM). [36] 
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Figure 3.9 The basic liquid scintillation process. A radionuclide, e.g. radiolabeled ligand, will 

disintegrate its energy of decay that is absorbed by an aromatic solvent molecule in the scintillation 

cocktail. The excited aromatic solvent molecule transfers its energy to the scintillator molecules, which 

upon deexcitation emit photons of visible light that is detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT). Points 

of interference caused by chemical, ionization and color quench are indicated. Figure taken from [36]. 

Photomultiplier tube 

The main function of the PMT is to detect and amplify the signal of the light photons. This is 

performed through converting the emitted light photons to electrons when the light photon hit 

a bialkali photocathode located inside the face of the PMT, as displayed in Figure 3.10. The 

resulting photoelectrons are amplified through a series of positively charged dynodes. Each 

dynode having an increasing positive voltage along the series, results in an acceleration of the 

initial photoelectrons causing an avalanche of secondary electrons and thus amplifying the pulse 

signal. The amplifier gain is >106 for conventional PMTs used in LSA. To conclude, a PMT 

converts a photon which is produced in the scintillation vial into a corresponding electronic 

signal. [36] 

 

Figure 3.10 Schematic illustration of a PMT. A visible light photon is converted into a photoelectron 

when upon collision with the bialkali photocathode. The photoelectron is focused and accelerated toward 

a positive dynode (Dy1). The impact of the photoelectron on Dy1 produces secondary electrons that are 

accelerated towards Dy2 of higher positive voltage, whereas the avalanche of secondary electrons are 

continued towards following dynodes of higher positive voltage and eventually collected at the anode 

where a pulse amplification of >106 is yielded. Figure taken from [36]. 
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Liquid scintillation analyzer 

A liquid scintillation analyzer consists of three main components, namely, the detectors 

(PMTs), a counting circuit and a sorting circuit. Most conventional liquid scintillation analyzers 

consist of two PMTs, as illustrated in Figure 3.11. The two PMTs and a coincidence circuit 

enables to distinguish background noise from true nuclear events coincidence counting, namely 

the coincidence counting. Coincidence counting is based on the fact that the produced light 

from a nuclear decay in the scintillation vial is isotropic, meaning that it is emitted equally in 

all directions. Due to that the scintillation process is very rapid, 2-10 ns, produced light from 

the scintillation vial will be emitted in all directions and detected by the two PMTs in the pulse 

decay time of 2-10 ns. The sent signal from PMT to the coincidence circuit is analog with a 

pulse height that is proportional to the nuclear decay. [36] [37] 

 

The summation circuit reassembles the original coincident signals into an individual signal with 

summed intensity. Furthermore, it compensates for the intensity variation due to position of the 

nuclear decay in the scintillation vial. Following the summation circuit is the analog-to-digital 

converter (ADC) which converts the analog signal with specific pulse height into a single 

number that represents the pulse height. Finally, the pulses are sorted and analyzed by their 

pulse height number. The liquid scintillation analyzer output are sorted signals shown as DPM 

values which corresponds to bound fraction of radiolabeled ligand. [36] [37] 

 

Figure 3.11 Schematic diagram of the components of a basic liquid scintillation analyzer. The 

scintillation vial is illustrated as the circle between PMT1 and PMT2. Figure taken from [37]. 

Quenching 

The sample in scintillation counting is dissolved in a scintillation cocktail, where the sample 

count rate is dependent on how efficiently the nuclear decays are converted into light photons 

that are detected in LSA. Due to the present sample solution, it prevents the scintillation process 

by absorbing the nuclear decay energy, thus reducing the light intensity measured in the PMTs. 

This absorption of energy and dampening of signal is referred as quenching. [36] [37] 
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3.2.6 Data analysis 

Output binding corresponding DPM-values from the liquid scintillation analyzer are analyzed 

using a nonlinear regression program, such as GraphPad Prism. GraphPad Prism is a computer 

program which analyses data in a simplistic way by combining scientific graphing and nonlinear 

regression to obtain valuable ligand-binding curves. Moreover, it visualizes error bars 

representing the reproducibility and condition dependent differences between receptor-ligand 

assays which is the basis for protocol development and optimization [38].  

 

The statistical tool nonlinear regression is an analysis of observed data which is fitted to a 

nonlinear function in an iterative method, to minimize the difference between observed data 

and fitted data (Sum of Squares) [39]. The analyzed data acts as a basis for the systematic 

comparison which is fundamental for the development of the radioligand binding assay.  
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4. Materials and Methods 

The section materials and methods accounts for chemicals, pharmaceuticals and 

instrumentation used in this project. Developed methods for the radioligand binding assays are 

presented in this section together with corresponding performed experiments.  

4.1 Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals  

In this project the pharmaceuticals presented in Table 1 was used; the used chemicals and assay 

components presented in Table 2.  

Table 1 Pharmaceuticals used for development of a radioligand binding assay for GT-002. 

Presented is binding site, characteristics (agonist/antagonist), therapeutic effect, impact on FLU and 

supplier. Its FLU impact has importance for validation and comparative evaluation. 

 Binding Site Characteristics Therapeutic 

effect 

FLU 

impact 

Supplier 

Muscimol GABA Agonist Sedative None Sigma 

Bicuculline GABA Antagonist None 

(Epileptic) 

None Sigma 

THDOC Neurosteroid  Agonist Sedative None Sigma 

Ethanol Alcohol Agonist Sedative-

hypnotic 

None Solveco 

Ro15-4513 Alcohol, BZ Antagonist Ethanol 

antidote 

Competiti

ve 

Sigma 

Diazepam BZ Agonist Anxiolytic Competiti

ve 

Sigma 

Clonazepam BZ Agonist Anxiolytic Competiti

ve 

Sigma 

CGS 9895 BZ GABA 

Antagonist / BZ 

Agonist 

Anxiolytic Competiti

ve 

Sigma 

FLU BZ Antagonist BZ Antidote -- Sigma 

Isoflurane Anesthetic  General 

anesthetic 

None Sigma 

Clozapine Various Antagonist Antipsychotic None Sigma 
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Table 2 Chemicals & Assay substances used for development of a radioligand binding assay for 

GT-002. Presented is the application and supplier of used chemicals.  

Chemicals & Assay substances Application Supplier 

Silicote Siliconizing test tubes Sigma 

Phosphate buffer (PBS) Buffer Sigma 

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) Organic solvent Sigma 

UltimaGoldTM Scintillation cocktail Sigma 

Tritium labeled ligands (3H-FLU & 
3H-GT-002) 

Radioactive tracer Novandi Chemistry AB 

Porcine brain tissue membrane 

homogenate (8-15 µg protein/ml) 

Receptor Sigma 

Mouse brain tissue membrane Receptor InVivo Design AB 

4.2 Instrumentation 

The liquid scintillator analyzer TRI-CARD 2900TR was used for detection of radiolabeled 

ligand interaction to its cognate receptors; GraphPad Prism was used for data analysis and 

systematic comparison for development of the radioligand binding assay; the microcentrifuge 

Heraeus Biofuge Fresco was used for protein separation; Millipore® polymeric vacuum 

filtration apparatus was used for separation of bound fraction radioligand. 

4.3 Experimental protocol 

In development of the radioligand binding assay of GT-002, the experimental protocol 

presented in Figure 3.2 was used. Tissue binding, kinetic and displacement experiments of GT-

002 was performed using porcine and mouse brain tissue membrane in mentioned order. 

Validation and comparative evaluation was performed using 3H-FLU with known binding 

characteristics to respective tissue membrane. 

4.3.1 Assay conditions 

Incubation time was set to a theoretical value of 45 min to reach binding equilibrium, which 

was validated in the kinetic experiment (see section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2). 50 mM phosphate buffer 

(PBS) was diluted from phosphate stock solution (1 M, pH 7,4) in deionized water. Incubation 

was performed on ice. Concentration of assay components and presence of competing analyte 

was defined by performed experiment. GT-002 and FLU were radiolabeled with tritium (3H). 

Glass test tubes was siliconized with 1 ml Silicote (Sigma) prior to addition of GT-002 in PBS 

to minimize non-specific binding to test tubes. Due to GT-002s high lipophilicity, the 

assumption of acceptable NSB was set to 50 % of total binding in development of the 

radioligand binding assay. 
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4.3.2 Pipetting scheme 

Initially a pipetting scheme was established, yielding a scheme with a defined number of 

samples á three replicates at defined concentrations. All components of the radioligand binding 

assay were presented in the pipetting scheme; radiolabeled ligand, buffer, mammalian brain 

tissue membrane solution and competing analyte. The calculated concentration of all 

components is displayed in the assay protocol.  

4.3.3 Sample preparation 

Porcine brain tissue membrane 

Porcine brain tissue membrane solution was diluted in PBS from a Sigma homogenate (8-15 

µg/ml) in Eppendorf tubes to a relative protein concentration of 400 µg/ml and stored at -18°C. 

Protein solution was homogenized using ultrasound, vortex and Ultra-Turrax® (IKA) followed 

by division into aliquots.  

Mouse brain tissue membrane 

Protein originated from mouse brain tissue membrane was separated by centrifugation and 

resuspension in ice cold PBS (3x 13 000 RPM for 15 min at 3°C). Homogenization was 

performed using Ultra-Turrax® (IKA). Relative protein concentration was estimated to 9,1 

µg/ml (10 % of total brain tissue weight). 

Radioligands 

Radiolabeled ligands were prelabeled with tritium at Novandi Chemistry AB. Stock 

radiolabeled ligand solution, 3H-GT-002 or 3H-FLU, was stored at -18°C and diluted in PBS to 

yield experiment defined concentration.  

Competitive analytes 

Ligands binding to GABAA receptors, presented in Table 1, was diluted in dimethyl sulfoxide 

(DMSO) to yield 10 mM stock solutions, from which experiment defined concentrations were 

diluted. 

4.3.4 Incubation and filtration 

All components of the radioligand binding assay were pipetted according to the pipetting sheme 

into glass vials to obtain defined concentrations and PBS was added to yield a total sample 

volume of 500 µl, followed by incubation of 45 min on ice to reach binding equilibrium. Bound 

radiolabeled ligand fraction was separated and washed by addition of PBS (2 x 6 ml) and 

thawing the sample over glass microfibers filters (VWR) in a Millipore® polymeric vacuum 

filtration apparatus.  

4.3.5 Liquid Scintillation Analysis & Data analysis 

The glass microfiber filters were positioned into plastic scintillation vials that was placed into 

scintillation analyzer racks of 12 vials each. 3 ml of the scintillation cocktail UltimaGoldTM was 

added to each of the scintillation vials and vortexed, followed by analysis on the liquid 
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scintillation analyzer TRI-CARD 2900TR (PerkinElmer) for a counting time of 15 min per 

sample. Obtained binding corresponding DPM-values were analyzed using GraphPad Prism.  

4.4 Tissue binding experiments 

GT-002 tissue binding affinity was evaluated using porcine and mouse brain tissue membrane.  

Validation and comparative evaluation of tissue binding was performed using 3H-FLU with 

known binding characteristics to respective tissue membrane.  

4.4.1 Porcine brain tissue membrane  

To investigate GT-002 affinity to porcine brain tissue membrane containing GABAA receptors, 

tissue binding studies was performed.  

Validation & Comparative evaluation 

1 nM 3H-FLU was added into protein aliquots with a concentration range of 0, 4, 10, 20, 40, 

80, 120 and 128 µg/ml and incubated for 45 min.  

Experimental conditions 

1 nM resp. 0.5 nM 3H-GT-002 was added into protein aliquots with a concentration range of 0, 

1, 2, 4, 6, 15, 30, 50 µg/ml resp. 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 µg/ml and incubated for 45 min. 

4.4.2 Mouse brain tissue membrane  

To investigate GT-002 affinity to mouse brain tissue membrane containing GABAA receptors, 

tissue binding studies was performed.  

Validation & Comparative evaluation 

1 nM 3H-FLU was added into protein aliquots with a concentration range of 0, 4, 10, 20, 40, 

80, 120 and 128 µg/ml and incubated for 45 min.  

Experimental conditions 

1 nM 3H-GT-002 was added into protein aliquots with a concentration range of 0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 15, 

30, 50 µg/ml resp. 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 µg/ml and incubated for 45 min. 

4.5 Kinetic experiments 

Kinetic studies of GT-002 was performed using porcine and mouse brain tissue membrane in 

mentioned order. Validation and comparative evaluation of kinetic binding characteristics was 

performed using 3H-FLU with known binding characteristics to respective tissue membrane. 

4.5.1 Porcine brain tissue membrane 

In this experiment the GT-002 kinetic binding characteristics to GABAA receptors originating 

from porcine brain tissue membrane was determined.  
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Validation & Comparative evaluation 

The experiment was validated by 1 nM 3H-FLU in 40 µg/ml protein aliquots. To determine 

FLU association, incubation time was set to 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 and 45 min. Separately, FLU 

dissociation was determined by addition of 100 µM unlabeled GT-002 at 45 min incubation 

time followed by incubation times of 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 75, 90 and 105 min.  

Experimental conditions 

1 nM 3H-GT-002 was added in 15 µg/ml protein aliquots where incubation time was set to 0, 

5, 10, 15, 20, 30 and 45 min for association determination. Separately, GT-002 dissociation was 

determined by addition of 10 µM unlabeled GT-002 at 45 min incubation time followed by 

incubation times of 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 75, 90 and 105 min.  

4.5.2 Mouse brain tissue membrane 

In this experiment the GT-002 kinetic binding characteristics to GABAA receptors originating 

from mouse brain tissue membrane was determined.  

Validation & Comparative evaluation 

The experiment was validated using 1 nM 3H-FLU incubated with relative protein concentration 

of 40 µg/ml and incubation times set to 0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 45, 55, 65, 90, 105 and 110 minutes 

where cold GT-002 was added at 45 minutes.  

Experimental conditions 

1 mM 3H-GT-002 was incubated with relative protein concentration of 15 µg/ml and incubation 

times set to 0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 75, 85, 100, 120 and 140 minutes where cold 

GT-002 was added at 45 minutes.  

4.6 Displacement experiments 

Displacement studies of GT-002 was performed using porcine and mouse brain tissue 

membrane to identify possible interaction with other allosteric modulators. Validation and 

comparative evaluation was performed using 3H-FLU with known binding characteristics to 

respective tissue membrane.  

4.6.1 Porcine brain tissue membrane  

In this experiment 3H-GT-002 and competing analyte(s) was added to the GABAA receptor 

originating from porcine brain tissue membrane.  

Validation & Comparative Evaluation 

The experiment was validated by 1 nM 3H-FLU in 25 µg/ml protein aliquots, followed by 

addition of competing analytes as presented in Table 1 (except FLU) in the concentration range 

of 0, 0.5, 1 and 10 µM. 70 % Ethanol was added to the aliquots in the concentration range of 0, 

1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 and 50 mM; Isoflurane was added in the concentration range of 0, 0.05, 0.1 

and 0.5 mM. Incubation time was set to 45 min. 
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Experimental conditions 

1 nM 3H-GT-002 was added into 4 µg/ml protein aliquots followed by addition of competing 

analytes presented in Table 1 (except FLU) at identical concentrations as in validating 

experiments.  

4.6.2 Mouse brain tissue membrane  

In this experiment 3H-GT-002 and competing analyte(s) were added to the GABAA receptor 

originating from mouse brain tissue membrane.  

Validation & Comparative Evaluation 

The experiment was validated by 1 nM 3H-FLU in 25 µg/ml protein aliquots followed by 

addition of competing analytes as presented in Table 1 (except FLU) in the concentration range 

of 0 and 1. 70 % Ethanol was added to the aliquots in the concentration range of 0 and 50 mM; 

Isoflurane was added in the concentration range of 0 and 0.1 mM. Incubation time was set to 

45 min. 

Experimental conditions 

1 nM 3H-GT-002 was added into 4 µg/ml protein aliquots followed by addition of competing 

analytes in Table 1 (except FLU) at identical concentrations as in validating experiments.  
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5. Results 

This section presents obtained results from the kinetic, tissue binding and displacement 

experiments in the developed radioligand binding assay of GT-002. The results are based on a 

comparative evaluation to the BZ antagonist FLU with known binding characteristics to the 

GABAA receptor and the performed experiments are validated using the same compound.  

5.1 Tissue binding experiments 

Presented here are the GT-002 tissue binding results using GABAA receptor originating from 

porcine and mouse brain tissue membrane as well as the validation using FLU.  

5.1.1 Porcine brain tissue membrane 

As illustrated in Figure 5.1 FLU shows low NSB and expected linear affinity relationship with 

increasing relative protein concentration, which validates the experiment as well as function as 

a comparative evaluation of the GT-002 binding.  

 

GT-002 binds to the GABAA receptor originating from porcine brain tissue membrane with 

higher affinity than FLU. GT-002 depicts linear affinity relationship at relative protein 

concentration span of 0-0,8 µg/ml, displayed in Figure 5.2 A, which plateaus after 0,1 µg/ml. 

The GT-002 binding implies a two-binding site model due to two distinct binding gradients. As 

presented in Figure 5.2 B, the repeated experiment at a lower concentration span displays 

affinity linearity and initial strong GT-002 affinity. The difference in DPM-values between GT-

002 and FLU is due to different affinities, non-specific binding and special activity towards the 

GABAA receptor.   

 

GT-002 displays low NSB in Figure 5.2 A, functioning as a validating factor of performed 

experiment. However, as displayed in Figure 5.2 B, the NSB is significantly higher, but still 

within the acceptable value (~50% NSB) to validate performed experiment (see section 4.3.1).  

 

Figure 5.1 FLU tissue affinity using porcine brain tissue membrane. Displays linear affinity 

relationship with increasing relative protein concentration.  
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A)  

B)  

Figure 5.2 GT-002 tissue affinity using porcine brain tissue membrane. A) Presents GT-002 tissue 

affinity relationship in comparison to FLU tissue affinity. GT-002 depicts linear tissue affinity at 0-0,8 

µg/ml relative protein concentration. B) GT-002 tissue affinity at low relative protein concentrations.  

5.1.2 Mouse brain tissue membrane 

Tissue binding results obtained from experiments using mouse brain tissue membrane is 

analogous to obtained results from experiments using porcine brain tissue membrane, which 

functions as a validation. FLU displays low NSB and linear affinity relationship with increasing 

relative protein concentration, as presented in Figure 5.3.  

 

GT-002 binds to the GABAA receptor originating from mouse brain tissue membrane with 

higher affinity than FLU, with an initial very strong binding, as displayed in Figure 5.4 A. As 

shown in Figure 5.4 B, GT-002 possesses linear affinity relationship at 0-0,05 µg/ml relative 

protein concentration which plateaus after 0,08 µg/ml. The two binding gradients implies a two-

binding site model. Figure 5.4 presents low NSB, thus validating performed experiments.  
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Figure 5.3 FLU tissue affinity using mouse brain tissue membrane. Displays linear affinity 

relationship with increasing relative protein concentration. 

A)  

B)  

Figure 5.4 GT-002 tissue affinity using mouse brain tissue membrane. A) Presents GT-002 tissue 

affinity relationship in comparison to FLU tissue affinity. GT-002 depicts linear tissue affinity at 0-0,8 

µg/ml relative protein concentration. B) GT-002 tissue affinity at low relative protein concentrations. 
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5.2 Kinetic experiments 

Resulting kinetic characteristics of the GT-002 binding to the GABAA receptor are presented in 

this section as well as the validation using the BZ antagonist FLU. Furthermore, the incubation 

time was estimated. 

5.2.1 Porcine brain tissue membrane 

The binding of FLU to the GABAA
 receptor originating from porcine brain tissue membrane 

increases with increasing incubation time, thus demonstrating association. The binding is 

estimated to reach equilibrium after 35 minutes, as presented in Figure 5.5. After addition of 

displacer, unlabeled GT-002, FLU dissociates from the GABAA receptor, as presented in Figure 

5.6. The expected results obtained from FLU validates the radioligand binding assay. 

 

The comparative evaluation depicts that GT-002 associates faster than FLU to GABAA 

receptors originating from porcine brain tissue membrane with an equilibrium time estimated 

to 20 minutes, as displayed in Figure 5.5. Addition of unlabeled GT-002 does not cause 

dissociation of radiolabeled GT-002. As presented in Figure 5.6, the binding increases when 

unlabeled GT-002 is added. The NSB presented in Figure 5.5 too high (>50% of total binding), 

thus proceeding experimental conditions were optimized to decrease NSB.  

A) B)  

Figure 5.5 Association binding characteristics of FLU and GT-002 to the GABAA receptor 

originating from porcine brain tissue membrane. A) Radiolabeled FLU for experimental validation 

and use for comparative evaluation. A distinct association curve is not presented, however increased 

binding at increased incubation time is evident thus verifying association. The binding is estimated to 

reach equilibrium after 35 min.  B) Radiolabeled GT-002 associates to porcine brain tissue membrane 

faster than FLU. The binding is estimated to reach equilibrium after 20 min. 
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A) B)  

Figure 5.6 Dissociation binding characteristics of FLU and GT-002 to the GABAA receptor 

originating from porcine brain tissue membrane. A) Radiolabeled FLU for experimental validation 

and use for comparative evaluation. Addition of displacer, 100 µM unlabeled GT-002 at 45 min 

incubation time, causes dissociation of FLU. B) Radiolabeled GT-002 increases in binding and does not 

dissociate after addition of displacer (10 µM unlabeled GT-002 at 45 min incubation time).  

5.2.2 Mouse brain tissue membrane 

FLU kinetic binding characteristics to the GABAA receptor originating from mouse brain tissue 

membrane displays expected association followed by dissociation when unlabeled GT-002 is 

added, as presented in Figure 5.7. The comparative evaluation of the binding of GT-002 to the 

GABAA receptor displays that GT-002 does not have a distinct association nor dissociation then 

displacer is added, as presented in Figure 5.7. As opposed to FLU, GT-002 binding to mouse 

brain tissue membrane increases slightly when displacer is added. Additionally, the expected 

results obtained from FLU validates the radioligand binding assay. Despite assay optimization 

based on results presented in section 5.2.1, NSB presented in Figure 5.7 is too high (>50 % of 

total binding).  

A)  B)    

Figure 5.7 Kinetic binding characteristics of FLU and GT-002 to the GABAA receptor originating 

from mouse brain tissue membrane.  A) Radiolabeled FLU for experimental validation and use for 

comparative evaluation. Association of FLU until addition of 10 µM unlabeled GT-002 at 45 min which 

causes dissociation. B) Radiolabeled GT-002 with no distinct association, increase in binding when 

addition of 10 µM unlabeled GT-002 followed by no distinct dissociation. 
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5.3 Displacement experiments 

Presented here are results investigating the possible interactions of GT-002 with other allosteric 

modulators on the GABAA receptor, originating from porcine and mouse brain tissue membrane 

tissue. The results are based on a comparative evaluation to the BZ antagonist FLU, also 

functioning as a validating component. 

5.3.1 Porcine brain membrane  

FLU was displaced as expected by competitive analytes which targets the BZ binding site, and 

unaffected by non-competitive analytes targeting other allosteric binding sites as displayed in 

Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10. Hence a comparative evaluation could be successfully 

performed of the GT-002 binding to the GABAA receptor. 

 

In experiments using porcine brain membrane GT-002 was not displaced by any of the tested 

competitive analytes targeting various modulatory binding sites of the GABAA receptor, as 

displayed in Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10.   

 

Figure 5.8 Displacement of FLU and GT-002 in porcine brain tissue membrane using analytes 

targeting the GABA, neurosteroid and anesthetic binding site(s). A) FLU is not displaced by 

Bicuculline nor Muscimol, both competitive analytes targeting the GABA binding site. B) GT-002 is 

not displaced by Bicuculline nor Muscimol. C) FLU is not displaced by THDOC nor Isoflurane, 

competitive analytes targeting the neurosteroid respectively anesthetic binding site. D) GT-002 is not 

displaced by THDOC nor Isoflurane.  
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Figure 5.9 Displacement of FLU and GT-002 in porcine brain tissue membrane using analytes 

targeting the BZ binding site of the GABAA receptor and Clozapine that targets various binding 

sites. A) FLU is displaced by CGS 9895 and Diazepam, both competitive analytes targeting the BZ 

binding site. B) GT-002 is not displaced by CGS 9895 and Diazepam. C) FLU is displaced by 

Clonazepam, a competitive analyte targeting the BZ binding site. Clozapine does not cause displacement 

of FLU D) GT-002 is not displaced by Clonazepam nor Clozapine.  
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Figure 5.10 Displacement of FLU and GT-002 in porcine brain tissue membrane using analytes 

targeting the ethanol binding site. A) FLU is not displaced by 70% ethanol. Ro-4513 acts as ethanol 

antidote and inverse agonist of BZ and causes displacement of FLU. B) GT-002 is not displaced by 70% 

ethanol nor Ro-4513.   

5.3.2 Mouse brain tissue membrane  

Obtained displacement results using mouse brain tissue membrane displayed no difference to 

displacement experiments using porcine brain tissue membrane, validating performed 

experiments. FLU is as expected displaced by competitive analytes targeting the BZ binding 

site. No tested competitive analyte displaces GT-002 upon binding to GABAA receptor 

originating from mouse brain tissue membrane. The results are illustrated in Figure 5.11 and 

Figure 5.12. 
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Figure 5.11 Displacement of FLU and GT-002 in mouse brain tissue membrane using analytes 

targeting the GABA, neurosteroid, anesthetic, BZ binding sites. Furthermore, displacement using 

Clozapine that targets various binding sites was used. A) FLU was not displaced by Bicuculline nor 

Muscimol, both targeting the GABA binding site. Neither THDOC or Isoflurane displaced FLU, which 

targets the neurosteroid and anesthetic binding site respectively. B) GT-002 was not displaced by 

Bicuculline, Muscimol, THDOC and Isoflurane. C) FLU was displaced by the BZ binding site targeting 

CGS 9895, Diazepam and Clonazepam. Furthermore, Clozapine did not displace FLU. D) GT-002 was 

not displaced by CGS 9895, Diazepam, Clonazepam or Clozapine.  
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Figure 5.12 Displacement of FLU and GT-002 in mouse brain tissue membrane using analytes 

targeting the ethanol binding site. A) FLU is not fully displaced by 70% ethanol. Ro-4513 acts as 

ethanol antidote and inverse agonist of BZ and causes displacement of FLU. B) GT-002 is not displaced 

by 70% ethanol nor Ro-4513.   
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6. Conclusion 

The concluding results focuses on the binding characteristics of GT-002 to the GABAA receptor 

originating from porcine and mouse brain tissue membrane, obtained from a comparative 

evaluation to FLU binding characteristics.   

Tissue Binding 

Due to higher affinity, different NSB and specific activity towards the GABAA receptor, GT-

002 displays higher DPM values than FLU. GT-002 binds to the GABAA receptor with very 

high affinity with a linear affinity relationship at low relative protein concentration followed by 

a binding plateau. The binding results implies a two-binding site model due to two distinct 

binding gradients, where the first binding site saturates at the highest rate.  

Kinetic 

The kinetic results obtained were inadequate, displaying high NSB and no distinct association 

nor dissociation of GT-002. However, GT-002 implies faster association than FLU to the 

GABAA receptor and reaches binding equilibrium after approximately 20 minutes. Unlabeled 

GT-002 does not cause expected dissociation of radiolabeled GT-002, instead it causes an 

increase in binding. This phenomenon could be explained by some type of cooperative binding, 

e.g. with an endogenous ligand.  

Displacement 

GT-002 was not displaced by any of the tested competitive analytes targeting various 

modulatory binding sites of the GABAA receptor. It is known that GT-002 potently displaces 

FLU, hence have a significant effect of the BZ binding site. The question if this interaction is 

of allosteric or direct characteristics remains to be answered. Followed is a summary of the 

modulatory binding analytes to conclude how the GT-002 binding relates to the modulatory 

network of the GABAA receptor. 

 

All competitive analytes targeting the BZ sites affects the FLU binding but leaves the GT-002 

binding unaffected, implying that the GT-002 does not bind to the BZ site directly and the 

impact of FLU binding is of allosterical character.  

 

Concluding displacement results shows that modulators targeting other sites than the BZ 

binding sites does not displace FLU or GT-002, meaning that these modulatory analytes does 

not allosterically impact the FLU nor GT-002 binding. Furthermore, this result implies that the 

GT-002 binds independently from all other binding sites except the BZ binding site.   
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7. Discussion 

This section discusses main results presented in section 6 and how well the aim was 

accomplished followed by further perspectives. Moreover, the hazardous, ethical and societal 

conditions of the study is discussed in this section. 

7.1 Binding characterization of GT-002 

The performed binding characterization of GT-002 using tissue binding, kinetic and 

displacement experiments plays a vital role for further research and understanding of this novel 

compounds’ mechanism.  

 

The tissue binding experiments displayed very high affinity of GT-002 to brain membrane 

tissue, which verified patent owning Gabather ABs’ notions about the novel compound. 

Furthermore, novel results implied a two-binding site model with a linear tissue affinity 

relationship at low protein concentrations. These results are significant to solve the binding 

mechanisms of GT-002 and may have consequences to the pharmacokinetics; a very potent 

modulator which binds at two sites of the GABAA receptor functions at very low concentrations 

thus requires a low dose when given to patients. However, these results depict the tissue affinity 

relationship and not the exact affinity value. The next phase of binding characterization would 

be to perform saturation experiments to obtain the Kd-value of GT-002 to the GABAA receptor.  

 

The performed kinetic experiments are in need for improvement by further development and 

the NSB needs to be reduced. The results obtained in this project displayed no distinct 

association nor dissociation rates of GT-002. The high binding values at very low protein 

concentrations may account for missed reading of association and the lack of dissociation is 

dependent by the discovery of suitable displacer. In performed experiments unlabeled GT-002 

was used for displacement. This was not preferable, due to impacts of dilution causing 

misleading of the binding results. However, in lack of suitable displacer cold GT-002 was the 

best option and the dilution effect was assumed negligible.  

 

Nevertheless, the results implicated faster association of GT-002 than FLU to the GABAA 

receptor. Using cold GT-002 as displacer of radiolabeled GT-002 caused unexpected increase 

in binding to the GABAA receptor. Possible explanations of this phenomena may be the 

formation of micelles caused by the highly lipophilic GT-002, or the action of cooperative 

binding of the labeled and unlabeled GT-002. This question is in need for further exploration.  

 

The displacement studies revealed that no tested competitive analyte displaced GT-002, which 

might imply that the novel compound binds unspecific to the GABAA receptor. However, the 

fact that GT-002 specifically displaces FLU contravenes this statement. All tested competitive 

analytes targeting the BZ binding site affects FLU but leaves GT-002 unaffected, implying that 

the GT-002 and FLU interaction is of allosterical character. To fully characterize the binding 

of GT-002 a suitable displacer needs to be discovered, thus an extension of the displacer 
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screening library is needed in further experiments. If a displacer of GT-002 is found, the 

question regarding the exact binding localization becomes one step closer to being solved.  

 

To summarize, the performed binding characterization of GT-002 was successful considering 

the projects’ limited timeframe and that all concluding results were novel. The aim considering 

binding characterization of the thesis was fulfilled, where key questions regarding GT-002 

binding mechanism were answered and further questions in need for further assessment were 

identified.  

7.2 Radioligand binding assay 

Since this project involved development of a new radioligand binding assay for a novel 

compound, all results obtained are to be considered successful and useful for further research.  

The developed assay conditions are to be considered positive, as displayed by validation using 

FLU. However, the kinetic results depicted high NSB of GT-002 thus further assay optimization 

is needed.  

 

In this project GABAA receptors originating from porcine and mouse brain tissue was used 

where the protein concentration was approximated. The project did not require exact protein 

concentration determination as it was a comparative study and not quantitative. In further 

refinement experiments, for example definition of binding parameters, protein determination 

methods such as the Bradford protein assay could be used. 

 

Further assay optimization is needed to deduce NSB of GT-002, as this was problematic to 

investigate in this project due to no suitable displacer of the lead compound. 

 

Used protein solutions in this project was of varying quality. Protein originating from porcine 

brain tissue membrane was purchased as a homogenate from Sigma. With no insight of the 

protein separation procedure the quality of the protein solution was considered as low. This 

could be displayed in the relative large error bars of obtained results using porcine protein 

solution. Even though the advantages of affordable substance good for training of experimental 

performance and assay setup, a better-quality protein solution is recommended for further 

experiments. The second experimental phase of this project was executed using protein 

originating from mouse brain tissue membrane, where protein separation was needed which 

yielded a better-quality protein solution displayed in the relative small error-bars of obtained 

results.  

 

The aim considering the development of a screening assay for novel ligands of the GT-002 

binding site was partially fulfilled. A radioligand binding assay for GT-002 with suitable 

conditions has been developed during this thesis, the next phase in the development of a 

screening assay for novel ligands is to further characterize the GT-002 binding site to optimize 

the screening assay.  
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7.3 Further perspectives 

To fully characterize the binding of GT-002 the future perspective would be to start where this 

project ended. Some of the questions that remains to be answered is the binding localization 

and the discovery of a substance which displaces GT-002. To answer these questions the project 

could be developed in the direction of using another separation method, such as centrifugation, 

as well as determine any impacts caused by the addition of ions to the assay.  

 

Another radioligand assay method is to use the homogenous Scintillation proximity assay, 

which eludes the problems related to GT-002 NSB due to lipophilicity, as it does not require 

separation of bound ligand prior to measurement. [33] It is a high-throughput method which 

may aid in screening for GT-002 displacers. 

 

There is a need to determine where on the activity spectrum GT-002 is operative, if it acts on 

the GABAA receptor of agonistic or antagonistic character. This can be performed using 

electrophysiology on cell lines expressing the GABAA receptor and treatment of GT-002. 

 

Surface Plasmon Resonance is a suitable additional method to the radioligand binding assay, 

which do not require labelling and measured the binding of GT-002 to the immobilized GABAA 

receptor in real time [40]. Using this method, one may screen for GT-002 displacers and study 

the kinetics of the GT-002 – GABAA receptor interaction.  

 

Gabather AB will use the obtained results from this project to proceed their research to develop 

GT-002 analogues and use the binding characteristics in Structure-Activity studies (SAR) in 

the design thereof. Furthermore, the results offer a good starting point for future master thesis 

students.   

7.4 Hazardous, ethical and societal conditions 

Working with chemical poses certain safety precautions concerning handling and hazardous 

waste. Tritium labeled ligands was used, namely 3H-FLU (33 MBq/ml) and 3H-GT-002 (44 

MBq/ml). Tritium decays to form helium (3He) through a beta (β) radioactive decay.  Tritium 

labeled radioligands do not present a significant hazard due to direct toxic effect but do present 

a small hazard due to radioactivity if taken into the body. Considered Non-Hazardous under 

OSHA 1910.1200 (HazCom) as product contains no known or potential carcinogens more than 

0.1% of the composition nor any other hazardous chemical more than 1% of the composition 

[41].  

 

The protein solutions originating from mammalian brain was necessary for this study and 

ethical regulations was followed during the project. Mouse brain tissue membrane was obtained 

through experimental collaboration with InVivo Design AB with ethical approval (N61/15) by 

regional animal experimental ethics committee in Stockholm (North).  
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All laboratory work has been executed according to safety precautions established for 

authorized laboratory work at Gabather AB.  

 

The developed method and obtained results will hopefully function as an important tool for 

further binding characterization of GT-002 and screening of novel ligands of the GT-002 

binding site and contribute to a future improved psychopharmaceutic with reduced side effects 

and more desirable treatment effects.  
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